Massive bar raid cuts patrons' evening short

by John M. McGrath '80, Rent Report

Goose's Nest bar, 1003 Notre Dame Ave., was the target of a massive police raid at approximately 11:45 p.m. Saturday night. South Bend Police, including plainclothes vice squad members and Indiana State Excise officers were involved in the raid, termed by some observers at the scene as the largest in recent years.

South Bend Police confirmed yesterday that the raid began at approximately 10 a.m. Friday and Saturday nights because of the presence of violets for Junior Parents' Weekend. Liquor Control Authorities had other ideas, however, and the timing of the raid found a standing room only crowd of underage patrons inside the Goose's Nest.

A vice squad member at the scene who refused to be identified confirmed that 180-200 people under the age of 21 were "tailed" in the establishment at the height of the quick raid.

Police worked by a process of elimination, allowing only those with 21 identification to leave the establishment through heavily guarded exits. Finally, only the squad members remained inside.

For a tense half hour, it was unclear whether there would be mass arrests, especially after the arrival of a police van at the scene. Apparently the sheer weight of the dozens of excited students forced police to abandon the idea, however.

"It is unbelievable and probably even unfair to try to arrest everyone," one vice squad member said. "So we've decided not to take the time to go through the entire place."

The same vice squad officer explained that the scene, however, that 15-35 minors had been identified and cited for violation of underage drinking laws and would face court appearances.

No names were released. He also indicated that the Goose's Nest would be cited for selling alcoholic beverages to minors.

It was an eerie scene outside the bar as a large crowd gathered. Many worried students who had been released after showing proof of age or who had escaped being trapped stood outside wondering about the fate of friends still inside.

"I have a roommate and a couple of good friends in there," one worried Notre Dame student said as he stood in the cold evening air. "I had just gone out for a breath of air," another student said, "and when I got back, the (police) had the doors blocked.

A half dozen of my friends are still in there."

The crowd numbered nude, at one point estimated at between 350-400 people, at times bordering on a restless, slouching cattle at police, then chanting: "We don't need no regulation! No more raids at Corby's or Goose's! Spy hoppers leave us kids alone!" to the rhythm of the little cut of Pink Floyd's album, "The Wall."

At one point, there was some confusion over the presence of a mob, suggesting that the crowd was police lines if students had been taken away in an attempt to free them. This ended, apparently because of this that authorities amassed a large area of equipment at the entrance of the bar and blocked the doorways of the bar as more people emerged.

Goose's Nest bar was raided by South Bend Police late Saturday night. A reported 189 underage drinkers were present. See accompanying article for details. [Photo courtesy of the Dome]

Registrant proposes noon hour classes

by Claire Peadgett

noon hour classes may be the answer to overcrowded dining halls at lunchtime, according to Assistant Registrar Richard Sullivan.

"We already have a noontime slot in the schedule, which has been primarily for TA's seminar classes," Sullivan said. By scheduling classes at this time beginning in Fall 1980, "we can utilize this time slot to its fullest," he added.

The only possible alternative to this proposal would be an expansion of dining hall hours.

The value of such a proposal, which would have the dining halls remain open from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m., is questionable, according to Fr. John VanWeser. "Even if the hours were 10 to 3, the dining hall would still be crowded at noon, when classes let out," he said.

Incoming Freshmen will be the students most affected by the installation of noon-hour classes. These will be worked into the students' programs by Freshmen Year of Studies, which schedules all freshmen classes.

Some upperclassmen will attend the 12-10 clock classes, but not to the extent of the freshmen.

Lone advantage to the noon-hour classes is that students may finish classes earlier in the day by utilizing an additional time slot in which to schedule classes. Also, classrooms once empty during the noon-hour slot can be used by classes which were crowded into smaller rooms earlier or later in the day because no other rooms were available.

The dining hall hours would be extended to accommodate the students who wish to eat lunch before or after their noon-hour class. "The campus tradition of eating lunch at noon," said Sullivan, "exists only because that is when the dining hall is open. With longer dining hall hours, the option of eating earlier or later will be available to the students.

Republicans denounce Bush after debate

by Solari

CONCORD N.H. (AP) - After a debate that almost didn't happen, the Republicans who weren't allowed to take part spent the last hours before the New Hampshire primary denouncing George Bush.

Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas, one of the seven Republicans on Tuesday's ballot, fueled the controversy yesterday, declaring that Bush "treated us like dirt under his feet."

Sen. Howard Baker of Tennessee called it the "rawest political act I've ever seen... exclusionary politics... bad judgment... inexcusable... exclusionary politics..."

"He was the heavy," Baker said on NBC's "Meet the Press."

And Rep. John Anderson of Illinois, one of the frustrated four, said Bush "shot himself in the foot."

Ronald Reagan, who finally got the face-to-face debate with Bush that he asked for, called the event "kind of a fiasco."

"It was the heavy," Baker said on NBC's "Meet the Press."

And Rep. John Anderson of Illinois, one of the frustrated four, said Bush "shot himself in the foot."

Ronald Reagan, who finally got the face-to-face debate with Bush that he asked for, called the event "kind of a fiasco."

The night clerk at Goose's said the motel will be closed for just Sunday night. Any reservations will be accommodated after Sunday, however, just for sleeping purposes for awhile since the restaurant was damaged so extensively.

The manager was pleased at how well the evacuation proceeded. "We have 157 rooms with two or three people to a room all occupied at the time the fire started and no one was really hurt," she said. When asked about the damage in terms of dollars, she replied, "We can't tell now, we're still digging out and trying to clean up the water."
Mock Stock Market opens

The Annual Mock Stock Market, sponsored by the Notre Dame Finance Club, opened today at 10 a.m. All students and faculty of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's can open a $10,000 account for $1 and invest in any common stocks listed on the New York or American Stock Exchanges.

The purpose of this program is to familiarize participants with the mechanics of stock investment. Investors will be kept up to date on the latest prices of the stocks as they are actually being traded.

Investors are eligible for five prizes totaling $215, including a $100 first prize donated by Thomson, McKinnon Securities, Inc. of South Bend. Prizes will be awarded to those accounts which earn the most money.

Solari presents platform for O-C Commissioner

EDITOR'S NOTE: In Friday's edition of The Observer, John Solari's name was inadvertently omitted from the article on the Off-Campus Commission elections. John Solari, a junior from South Africa, is one of three candidates vying for the position of O-C Commissioner, along with Mark Kennedy and Joe Lohmuller. The Observer regrets the omission. Following is the omitted portion of the article.

... John Solari, a junior from South Africa who was there at the invitation of the university. He mentioned security problems. Solari suggested that an o-c escort service system be implemented. Locks and alarms might also be brought in a large quantity by o-c students, added Solari, at a reduced rate.

The Mock Stock Market booth is located in front of the lobby of the old business building. It will be open from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. through March 26.

Your Future Is Our Future

Guy F. Atkinson Co. is one of the world's largest construction firms with an outstanding record of achievement and a reputation for integrity that is second to none. The professional development of our employees has been the foundation of our success. Many of the management people who have been responsible for these successes are employees who transferred from college relations programs.

If you're ready for a challenge and intend to develop to your maximum potential, we want to talk with you. We will be interviewing seniors who will receive their 86 degrees in the fall for career opportunities in these areas:

Civil Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Business Management

March 3, 1980

Contact your placement center for information on a professional opportunity at an equal opportunity employer.

To the students of Notre Dame:
In solidarity with Bishop William McManus and the church of South Bend—Fort Wayne, we campus ministers urge you to vote "YES" on the F.L.O.C.-sponsored ban on Campbell and Libby products at the University.
Fr. Van speaks...

O'Shag lounge

AL-CAP discusses idea

By Kelli Flint
Staff Reporter

Adding a faculty-student lounge on the third floor of O'Shaughnessy was one of the ideas proposed at a discussion Tuesday afternoon proposing Arts and Letters Committee in Academic Progress (AL-CAP).

According to Tom Jemielity, chairman of the committee, the AL-CAP is an extension of the Dean's office. "The AL-CAP is more collegewide than department," Jemielity said. "We're trying to connect the ideas proposed at the meeting critiqued and altered by the ideas presented by the Arts and Letters Committee at the meeting. "

About twelve students attended the discussion, which was held in O'Shaughnessy Hall. We expected 20, but there were other required discussions at the same time and date, according to Terry Keeley, chairman of the Student Coordinating Committee of the CAP.

Students who attended the meeting critiqued and altered the ideas presented by the committee. A nucleus of about 22 students worked on the ideas presented at the meeting, "Keeley said. "Through these and other suggested changes, we hope to reorganize the AL-CAP.

Keeley will meet with the Dean of the College of Arts and Letters on Thursday to request a faculty-student lounge in O'Shaughnessy. The proposed lounge would be open from 3:30-5 p.m. during the week. "We feel that the lounge is needed as a place for counseling and discussion," Keeley said. "It would be a place for students and teachers to gather to discuss issues and have coffee. Students need a place other than the hallways to talk to staff members.

The institution of a new ALCAP would work on placing...
CABIN FEVER???

Spend a weekend of prayer and relaxation this Friday through Sunday at a home on Lake Michigan.

Father David Burrell, chairman of the Theology Department, is conducting a Campus Ministry retreat for undergrads.

Theme for the weekend:

GOD'S STORY & OUR STORY.

For info: Badin C.M. Office 4392 Library Office 6536

1980-81 SENIOR BAR MANAGER APPLICATIONS

Applications for the Senior Bar Manager spots will be available in Rm. 315 of the Bus. Ad. Building from Mon. the 25th to Fri. the 29th of February.

Completed applications should be returned to Rm. 315 of the Bus. Ad. Building.

Applications will not be accepted later than Monday, March 3rd.

Junior Parents Weekend

Junior Parents Weekend was a nursing success from anyone's viewpoint. Full Corrigan dances with Anne (H. Badeau, left). Corrigan was the hostess of Friday night's cocktail party held at Stephens Center (above). In the background are the parents and students Saturday evening at the President's Dinner at the Ac endorsement by Chris B Liblick)

In Tehran

UN Commission meets Bani-Sadr

(AP) - Members of the U.N. Commission in Tehran to investigate the ousted shah’s regime met yesterday with Iranian President Abol Hassam Bani-Sadr in talks described as “extremely constructive.” But several high-level Iranian officials insisted the panel’s work was not tied to the release of the American hostages.

The meeting concerned the commission’s operating procedure, including possible instructions by the hostages. Hassan Hariri, spokesman for the ruling Revolutionary Council, said the panel might call as “witnesses” some of the approximately 600 Americans who yesterday spent their 13th day in captivity at the U.S. Embassy in Tehran. Hariri did not elaborate and a commission spokesman said the details had not been settled.

Mansour Etehad, Iran’s Ambassador to the United Nations, said in a broadcast interview in New York, “there was no linkage between the formation of the commission and release of the hostages, if by linkage you mean a deal.” Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeni, who has the ultimate authority over the crisis, does not make deals.

Iran’s Foreign Ministry spokesman, Nuriz U-Sadar Salami, told a Tehran news conference that the five commission members were “to investigate the shah’s crimes, not to see the hostages. The two issues are not related at all. We emphasize that they are separate.”

Khomeni on Saturday discouraged American hopes for early release of the hostages saying their fate should be decided by the new Iranian parliament to be elected in balloting March 14 and April 3. Militants who have been holding the Americans since Nov. 4 immediately endorsed Khomeni’s decision and reiterated their original condition that ousted Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi is to return to Iran before they free their captives. The former monarch is living in Panama.

Iranian Foreign Minister Sayed Ghorzangh yesterday also backed Khomeni’s position. “It is the Imam Khomeni who determines foreign policy and we in the Revolutionary Council always approve his decisions,” the official Paris News Agency quoted him as saying.

In Washington, President Carter cauisoned against “ex- treme pessimism” regarding Khomeni’s remark and said “progress is being made” to free the hostages.

“This is a period of extremely difficult negotiations. What we want is a peaceful solution to the problem...” Carter told reporters. “I can’t give any details about what we are doing.”

After the meeting with Bani-Sadr, according to a Tehran Radio broadcast monitored in Kuwait, the commission members issued a statement expressing thanks to the president for assurances of cooperation they received yesterday and said: “We will go ahead in carrying out our mission.”

The group earlier had said it was “greatly encouraged by the assurances of cooperation” after meeting with Ghorzangh.

...Raid

All it is, is politics,” one unidentified policeman remarked to members of the crowd.

The chief of police is just worried about his job. There haven’t been that many arrests lately and the pressure is on.” South Bend Police Chief Michael Borkowski was unavailable for comment yesterday.

“...We had a raid down on South Michigan the other night and they arrested prostitutes,” the same officer recalled “and that along with this, come Monday morning, it should be in all the papers.”

(Courtesy of The Observer, University of Notre Dame)
SURE to meet tonight against nuclear energy

by Barb Bridges

A newly formed group, Students United for Responsible Energy (SURE) will host a meeting this evening at 10 pm in the LaFortune Basement. SURE is an organization which is generally opposed to the use of nuclear energy, and rather, is trying to make people more aware of alternative energy sources, such as solar, wind, and biomass energy.

SURE is being organized under the auspices of Joe Lehner, a Notre Dame employee, with help from Liz Gilbert, a Notre Dame professor, and Peter Smith, a Saint Mary's professor. Lehner began to drum up interest for SURE at Activity Night last fall. There are now about twenty interested students who are researching ideas concerning alternative energy sources and organizing activities to make the college community more aware of the dangers of nuclear power. SURE has grown out of a community organization in Chesterton, IN, in opposition to the proposed Bailey nuclear power plant. Construction of the plant was begun several years ago, but has been halted as the community rallied to oppose its construction. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission studied the site and concluded that the plant, its location, its waste problems, back-up plans, and evacuation plans are all inadequate.

The Down-Wind Alliance, hopes that SURE will make the college community more aware of the dangers of nuclear power. He stressed that the Bailey plant is a direct threat to students here, and that the proliferation of nuclear power plants is a threat to all cities.

Stressing that SURE is a student organization, Lehner is helping to organize SURE activities to take place on campus on Earth Day, April 21. Lehner hopes to reach several people that day.

"If nothing else we'd like to evoke a reaction, raise the awareness level, and educate people as to alternatives," Lehner said.

The Bailey Down-Wind Alliance will be presenting the film, "Powers that Be" in the South Bend public library Thursday at 7:30 pm. The film deals with nuclear power, and Lehner invites any interested persons to attend.

Bitten student seeks dog's whereabouts

A search is in effect for a large, light-brown, German shepherd-husky that bit a Saint Mary's freshman yesterday. The student was riding her bike past the Fatima Retreat House, on the road leading to Notre Dame, when the attack occurred, around 12:45 p.m.

Unless the dog is found, and its rabies vaccinations confirmed, the student may have to undergo a series of painful injections.

The student saw a grey-haired man, about 45, wearing a dark beret and raincoat, and a woman in a long tan coat seem to be taking the dog for a walk. The dog was not on a leash. These people, or anyone else with possible knowledge of the dog's whereabouts, should contact SMC Security immediately, at 284-4313.

Hofman to conduct lecture

Dean Emil Hofman will conduct an "Arts and Letters Spotlight" lecture tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium.

Hockey crisis ...

While all hockey fans, and Notre Dame fans in general, wait for a decision on the future of Irish hockey, one has to wonder if there will be a 1980 hockey team to hang a photo of in the ACC.
As it is

The Sin of Being Intellectual

Christopher Stewart

“...it is the responsibility of intellectuals to speak the truth and expose lies.”

— Richard Drinnon

Recently, there have been several telling comments made about the overall quality of the intellectual ambience at Notre Dame. Since the source of these comments is two individuals of proven academic achievement, charges should come with a certain reflection about the current state of the atmosphere at Notre Dame.

Perhaps Thomas McGinnis of the University of Notre Dame du lac and Saint Mary’s College. It does not necessarily reflect the policies of the administration of either institution. The news is reported as accurately and sympathetically as possible. Editors at The Observer represent the opinion of a majority of its Editorial Board. Comments, opinions and letters are the views of their authors. Column space is available to all members of the community and the free expression of varying opinions on the campus, through letters, is encouraged.
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The Sin of Being Intellectual

Christophor Stewart

Candidates Canned

Dear Editor,

The SBP candidacies of two self-styled urban cowboys were canned last week when student activities director Jim McDonald ruled that presiden
tial hopeful Jim White was ineligible to run for office. Jim White, seeking election along with fellow Alumni sophomores Randy McNally, was wa
s canned because he allegedly violated the definition of student as a member of the student body.

Wednesday night marked the first and last official campaign appearance for the two as they announced their decision to withdraw as McDonald re
qued their candidacies. Ill-advised, so ill-advised, was the sudden breaking of his pants zipper as he strode to the Washington Hall podium.

“...the intellectual life, will have to be

ironic, to get ahead means

...of the Taggert Times

...from the perspective of the student body. Notre Dame is not a business, it is a university, and it cannot be run as one..."
whatever else you may have resolved to do for Lent (like giving up eating or drinking or reading or watching television or drinking or smoking, or even exercising or attacking your roommates), you did well if you were determined NOT to give up the most important thing—your continuing encounter with the living God. That's a tricky task, but like all important challenges, worth the effort. We frequently find ourselves between a rock and a hard place, because we base our lives on the fear of two dangers: a head trip or a heart trip.

The first challenge is to fight against a kind of "knowing" Christ Jesus that is mostly knowing about Him. A lot of people turn faith into a head trip, and fail to note the crucial difference between intellectual information and spiritual formation. It is one thing to know about Jesus; quite another to live a totally different kind of life because of a transforming encounter with the living God. This is threatening to many of us, we feel more comfortable with a God who stays in the sky, who is mostly transcendent and a remote and distant force. The problem comes when we begin to grasp what kind of a response God desires from us. In reaction to His presence of love, we may reverse Him, respect Him, admire Him. But none of that is the heart of the matter; for he is asking for something quite different. The question (see Peter found out) is: "Do you love Me?" God wants a return of love from us, and the type of love God is marked by a desire that seeks union with the beloved. Jesus refers to Himself as Bridegroom, seeking intimate union with His bride, the church.

We can immediately see what problem this causes. In our culture, for example, the unfortunate Anglo-Saxon fundamentalist heritage makes it difficult for us to accept adult-on-adult love in our spirituality. Consequently, we may refuse God's invitation to spiritual adventure. We may pass up His promise: "And you shall know the Lord." We are invited to be in His company, to be joined in discipleship that lasts forever—but we don't want to know God.

The famous Greek novelist, Nikos Kazantzakis, wrote a novel called "Desertiing Christ," which was considered sacrilegious because, in it, he described Jesus as a man who saved Himself. The character portrayed in the novel was a young carpenter from Galilee who had devoted his life to serving Jesus. However, after a series of events, the carpenter realized that he could not continue to follow Jesus and decided to desert Him. The novel was published in 1925 and became an instant bestseller in Greece. Kazantzakis was later excommunicated by the Catholic Church for his unauthorized portrayal of Jesus.

On the other hand, the successful avoidance of the head trip could lead us to the opposite extreme—the heart trip. Once you "know Jesus, you maybe tempted to turn in on self, it's the basic mistake of many fundamentalists, who believe that "coming over to Jesus" releases them from involvement in service in the world. There is such a thing as a retreat to the heart that is the mockery of all religion. Such retreats are really the travesty of faith. Faith is as flight. The temptation faces all of us. We hear that faith has to do with spirit and we feel that faith is a spiritual freedom. We try to get away from the world, from our jobs, from our sins. We try to get away from the heart. The heart trip, or faith as flight, is a fractionalized and truncated Christian faith. We hope to gain some sort of sanctuary, some sort of haven, some sort of place to be by ourselves. The heart trip is a retreat to the heart, not to the world, not to the heart of the world, not to the heart of the truth. The heart trip is a retreat to the self, not to the other. The heart trip is a retreat to the safety, not to the adventure. The heart trip is a retreat to the舒适, not to the challenge. The heart trip is a retreat to the safety, not to the adventure. The heart trip is a retreat to the cozy, private matter.

Since we are tempted, then, to be discouraged in finding the real Jesus of history, in allowing ourselves to be moved to social action, perhaps it's better to remember that we are on a journey. Instead of thinking of the journey as a retreat to the heart, we can think of it as a journey of faith. Faith is a journey, not a destination. It is a process, not a product. Faith is a living, breathing, growing, changing, unfolding process. Faith is a journey of discovery, not a journey of conclusion. Faith is a journey of adventure, not a journey of safety. Faith is a journey of challenge, not a journey of retreat. Faith is a journey of trust, not a journey of fear. Faith is a journey of love, not a journey of self.

A Dialogue with Tyranny

Beth Healy

Wednesday, February 27 at 7 p.m. in the South Bend Jazz Ensemble in a concert featuring the music of Duke Ellington, Chuck Mangione, and Henry Mancini.

Donna and Jerry Flint, two local dancers and choreographers, will perform a jazz ballet to a Morton Gould score: "Ein Collage Du Garahy au Feuromage." Also to be highlighted are such works as Duke Ellington's "Satin Doll," "Main Squeeze" by Chuck Mangione and "Brass on Ivory" by Henry Mancini.

Admission is $2; starting time is 8:15 p.m.
Constitution on the Stephan Chemistry building is moving along nicely. The snow that surrounded the area quickly disappeared this past weekend as unseasonably warm weather hit the South Bend area.

Construction continues...

**NEW! For a more healthy YOU!**

**YOUR Good Health REVIEW & DIGEST**

There's more to good health than exercise and eating right. Find out what you might be missing in your Good Health.

Available now—just $75¢

Mar - Main Pharmacy
Georgetown Pharmacy

---

**STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE HAS LOWEST STEREO PRICES**

**Price List**

- **Pioneer ND-70A Receiver - $55**
- **Technics SH-270 Receiver - $69.95**
- **Akai SL-3000 Turntable - $99.95**
- **Nakamichi 4400 Tape Deck - $299.95**
- **Technics CT-500 Car Stereo - $229.95**

**Closest Ski Area to ACCPIT**

**SKI ROYAL**

Royal Valley Ski Resort
Buchanan, Michigan
(616) 695-5847

**CLOSEST SKI AREA TO ND/S MC**

- 17 miles from campus
- 2 Quad Chair Lifts

---

**PLACEMENT BUREAU**

**Main Building**

- **NCR Corporation**
  - B In EE, ME, Comp Sc Lc.
  - B In PIn, Act, Fin, Mgt.
  - B In Mkt, Mgt. MBA.
  - All BBA for Sales.
  - B In Mkt and Mgt for Sales.

- **Guy F. Atkinson Company**
  - B In CE, ME, B In Mgt.

- **United States Cement Company**
  - B In all disciplines.

- **CPC International, Inc.**
  - B In Lib. Arts with strong business orientation.

- **Deloitte Haskins & Sells**
  - B In Lib. Arts and Bus. Ad.

- **John Hancock Mutual Life**
  - B In Acc, Fin, %.

- **Morse Brothers**
  - B In Acc, Fin, Mgt.

- **Banc One**
  - B In all disciplines.

- **American Express**
  - B In Acc or Fin.

- **Equitable Life Assurance Society of New York**
  - B In Acc or Fin.

- **Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Indiana**
  - B In Lib. Arts.

- **Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company**
  - B In Mkt, Mgt.

- **Old Kent Bank and Trust**
  - B In Lib. Arts.

- **Noble Romans, Inc.**
  - B In Lib. Arts and Bus. Ad.

- **Tootsie Roll Industries, Inc.**
  - B In Lib. Arts.

- **Argo, IL. Perm. B bee. V ise r e q u ire d.**

- **Price Estimator requirement.**

---

**...Afghanistan**

The claims could not be independently confirmed.

A Pakistani official in Waziristan, near the Afghan border, reported the defection of 24 Afghan militia officers and two former members of Parliament. Akbar Ahmad, the official, said the group crossed into Pakistan led by Afghan Maj. Gen. Ahmad Jan Masood. He quoted Masood as saying, "The Afghans have risen against the Soviet invasion in Afghanistan as they are true Moslems and cannot tolerate foreign intervention." U.S. intelligence estimates there are some 70,000 Soviet troops inside Afghanistan, with another 30,000 across the Soviet border. The Kremlin intervened militarily in late December to help put down the Moslem rebellion.

[continued from page 3]
and we really would like to win.

Buck tossed things at 18:14 when he率达ed MSU's Dave Leiter to the Spartan blue line for the point and gave himself a breakaway. He peaked against Notre Dame to the right and backhanded the puck over the net for his fourth goal of the year.

The floodgates opened on Notre Dame in the third period as the Irish outscored MSU 3-1 to seal the victory. John Schmidt and Jim Brown gave Notre Dame a 6-4 lead with tallies at 9:10 and 10:30. Stoltzner responded at 14:47 on a power play to close the gap to 6-5.

Boeck caught his second goal of the game less than a minute later, and Meredith and Jim Brown closed out the barrage on the Irish assured their ninth straight playoff bid.


"We were sensing will Saturday," said Smith, "something we did not do Friday. That was a big factor in the turnaround." Friday Russ Welch led the Spartans with four goals, including three power play points. MSU converted on three of six power play opportunities.

After trailing 3-0 in the first period, Notre Dame scored three unanswered goals in the second period to tie the score. Jeff Perry, Meredith and Kevin Humphreys tallied for the Irish. Welch's decisive goal in the third period, which had seven total goals. He scored that proved to be the game-winning goal.

OLD

Mary's decision added 20 points to the Marquette effort, including 14 of the Warriors' first 24 points. Local Wilson was the only other player in double figures for Notre Dame.

For Notre Dame, Kelly Troppick was high scorer with 21, while Orlando Woldridge and Tracy Jackson added 13 and 12 respectively.

Marquette's (77-82) 20-27 53. 4-10. 17-26 55. 1-2-3 1-2 68. 6-9 63. 14-22 14. 21-30 18. 3-4 8. 2-3 7. 9-12 11. 3-4 12. 23-41 20. 24-51 31. 34-75 42. 39-103 51. 40-100 58. 49-100 57. 50-100 59. 53-100 64. 55-100 62. 58-100 66. 60-100 68. 62-100 70. 64-100 72. 66-100 74. 68-100 76. 70-100 78. 72-100 80. 74-100 82. 76-100 84. 78-100 86. 80-100 88. 82-100 90. 84-100 92. 86-100 94. 90-100 96. 94-100 98. 96-100 100. 98-100 102. 96-100 104. 94-100 106. 92-100 108. 90-100 110. 88-100 112. 86-100 114. 84-100 116. 82-100 118. 80-100 120. 78-100 122. 76-100 124. 74-100 126. 72-100 128. 70-100 130. 68-100 132. 66-100 134. 64-100 136. 62-100 138. 60-100 140. 58-100 142. 56-100 144. 54-100 146. 52-100 148. 50-100 150. 48-100 152. 46-100 154. 44-100 156. 42-100 158. 40-100 160. 38-100 162. 36-100 164. 34-100 166. 32-100 168. 30-100 170. 28-100 172. 26-100 174. 24-100 176. 22-100 178. 20-100 180. 18-100 182. 16-100 184. 14-100 186. 12-100 188. 10-100 190. 8-100 192. 6-100 194. 4-100 196. 2-100 198. 0-100 200.

**CHIMES**

St. Mary's Lit. Mag. now accepting Poems, Short Stories, Art and Short Plays... submit manuscripts to Max Westler Room 310 madeva March 15 Deadline...
I northern Indiana's largest record and tape store to the sound of "When the Saints Go Marching In,"

We knew we'd have to wear the Saints Go Marching In, " when the dressing room and told

Coach Herb Brooks " We were trying to do business and nobody could do it. We were

continued from page 12

nobody could do it. We were

The Observer - Sports

The Daily Crossword

The only other gold medal awarded on the final day of the Games went to Meinhard Nehmer's four-man bobsled crew from East Germany. They ziped down the Mount Van Hoevenberg course in 19.73 seconds, the fastest run ever on that dangerous, rewting regripped run. They had a combined time for four runs of 8.98.92.

Erich Scharett's Swiss sled won the silver medal and the second East German sled driven by Horst Schoennoll finished third.

A closing ceremony in the ice arena Sunday night ended these Olympics, in which the U.S. team won a total of 12 medals, the highest medal haul ever for an American squad in Winter Games.

The 1972 team also won 12 the last time the Olympics were in Lake Placid, and two Americans also won medals in the women's 500-meter speed skating race that year. But that event was an exhibition at the time, not a medal event.

The two main celebrations of the U.S. hockey team to victory Sunday were Vice President Walter F. Mondale and Eric Heiden, who Saturday became the first man to sweep five gold medals at one Winter Games. He set a world record in the men's 10,000-meter speed skating event after setting Olympic records in the four earlier races.

"This is one of the greatest moments I've been through in my life," said Mondale, who comes from Minnesota - hockey country - and admitted to being "sort of" a hockey freak.

The Americans trailed, 2-1, entering the final period. They pulled even on Verchota's 15-foot goal at 2:23 of the period and went ahead for good on Marion's five-foot shot at 2:18 of the left of Finnish goalie Jorma Vatanen at 6:53. Mark Johnson, whose father, Bob, coached the 1976 American Olympic team, set an endurance goal with 3:25 left and the boisterous crowd began chanting "We're No. 1."

The Americans shocked the nation and the hockey world Friday night when they came from behind three times to upset the mighty Soviet team, 4-3. The Soviets had won the gold medal in four straight Olympic Games.

The American squad coached by Brooks of St. Paul, Minn., also had upset Czechoslovakia 7-3 in the second game of the tournament.

So for the Americans, these Olympics belonged to young Olympic hockey players with gold medals around their necks and the amazing Heiden, 21, of Madison, Wis., who was photographed Sunday with all five of his golds.

Other American medal winners:

Figure skater Linda Franante of Northridge, Calif., who won the women's free skate and narrowly missed beating East German Annet Potzsch, the gold medalist.

---Speed skater Olan Muller of Doosman, Wis., who won silver medals in the women's 50i and 1,000-meter events.

---Eric Heiden of East Germany's younger sister, who won the bronze in the women's 3,000-meter speed skating event.

---Charles Tickner of Lisle, Ill., who won the bronze medal in men's figure skating.

---Phil Mahre of Yakima, Wash., won the silver in the men's slalom ski event.

Franante was disappointed that she failed to follow Dorothy Hamill's 1976 triumph, and won the Olympic figure skating gold medal for the U.S. "I didn't think I could have skated any better," she said. "I was just sort of disappointed that I didn't have a gold medal around my neck.

Heiden was easily the outstanding individual athlete with his five golds. Nikolai Zemtsov of the Soviet Union won two gold medals and one silver in Nordic ski racing. Hanni Wenzel of Liechtenstein won two gold and one silver in Alpine events and gave the tiny nation a third gold medal.

Other American medal winners:

---Marc Johnson of Minnesota won in the men's 10,000-speed skating event.

---Charles Tickner of Lisle, Ill., who won the bronze medal in men's figure skating.

---Phil Mahre of Yakima, Wash., won the silver in the men's slalom ski event.
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Women Irish sights turn toward gold

by Mark Hannakiele

“We’re going for the gold now.”

No folks, that’s not Herb Brooks III, a Sharc Petro. She isn’t referring to a medal either.

It’s that the Observer’s girls’ basketball team can win next weekend, and the title-State Champs.

That’s the goal of the Notre Dame girls following a pair of wins at the AIAW Division III Tournament this past weekend.

Friday night, the Irish, seeded first among the seven teams in this event, overcame an early deficit, and then survived another late charge to defeat Grace College 73-65. In Saturday’s final, Petro’s squad again had to thwart a late rally to down Goshen 61-54. That put the Irish into Friday’s semi-final match-up against Huntington College, the run-up to the South District.

The other semi-final pairing will be between Goshen and Hanover College.

A fired-up squad from Grace gave Notre Dame trouble in the final points of the game, and still led by four with 2:26 remaining in the first half. But a 14-2 Irish spurt sent Petro’s team to a halftime, 36-28.

The two teams traded leads through most of the second half, until a turn-around jumper by P. Floyd gave Notre Dame its biggest lead, 52-40 with 12:21 left in the game.

The next Irish bucket came at the 7:15 mark on a turn around effort by Sharon Marvey.

In the mean time Grace ran off straight points to narrow the gap to two, 52-50. But Marvey’s basket seemed to spark the Irish, who went on to outscore their opponents 21-13 the rest of the way, for an eight point win.

Marvey led three Irish scorers in double figures, as she scored 19 points. Sopho-
U.S. hockey clinches gold as Olympics close

LAKE PLACID, N.Y. (AP) - The dynamic, young United States hockey team came from behind twice to beat Finland 4-2 Sunday and capture this country's first Olympic hockey gold medal in 20 years. It was truly an 

outpouring of nationalistic fervor followed the U.S. -
American team will compete in the 1980 Olympics, for which the United States hasn't won a gold medal since 1960. This year, and that, perhaps, Notre Dame hasn't kept out inquiries from parents if the decision was against the 

hockey program. But that might not be the public relations talents to help calm negative reaction to a negative decision?

Could they have adapted a wait-and-see attitude regarding hockey? That is, if Notre Dame's hockey team won the national championship (the noaura of the question), the University would look pretty silly if it dropped the sport even with a financial loss. A card player who has just won knows better than to get up and leave the table. Could the powers be discussing the matter further? In other words, could the University's decision (or lack thereof) have come to the realization that the nature of collegiate athletics has changed in the past 10 years, and that, perhaps, Notre Dame hasn't kept pace?

Call it wishful thinking, but maybe people are rethinking their reasonable and concerned students. Senior hockey alternate captain Tom Michalek called in search of a meeting, only to learn that the University was out of town. Yet an hour later, student body president Bill Roche was granted a phone conversation with his bolsiness. Further questions arose as to exactly who was being challenged for the title. Was it Joyce, or perhaps another

Michael Ortman

religious leader. The Most Supreme Theodore M. Hesburgh, or possibly the University's Revolutionary Council, which was not to convene until February 15-16 in Key Biscayne, Fla. Hesburgh spoke to hundreds of concerned students regarding hockey? That is, if Notre Dame's hockey team won the national championship (the noaura of the question), the University would look pretty silly if it dropped the sport even with a financial loss. A card player who has just won knows better than to get up and leave the table. Could the powers be discussing the matter further? In other words, could the University's decision (or lack thereof) have come to the realization that the nature of collegiate athletics has changed in the past 10 years, and that, perhaps, Notre Dame hasn't kept pace?
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The Scholarship Crisis: Minor sports held hostage Day 41

Day 41

Every day, and as long as the crisis continues, The Observer will be with you.

The similarities between America's situation in Iran and the current dilemma facing non-profit bearing sports at Notre Dame are numerous. Of course, you could never begin to compare the value of a human life to that of a university's athletic program, but the situations are strikingly similar.

On January 16, a group of administrative ministers took over the future of Notre Dame non-profit bearing sports, issuing a statement which placed a moratorium on the offering of athletic grants-in-aid for these sports.

Many student leaders asked questions as to the rationale behind the move, but received unsatisfactory answers.

Communication, or rather the lack of it, became a serious problem. The militant's religious leader, the Ayatollah Edmund P. Joyce, closed himself off from public comment, sending Athletic Minister Jack Koehl to speak as a forum on the matter.

Joyce continued to refuse interviews to local and national media. But that might not be the public relations talents to help calm negative reaction to a negative decision?

Could they have adapted a wait-and-see attitude regarding hockey? That is, if Notre Dame's hockey team won the national championship (the noaura of the question), the University would look pretty silly if it dropped the sport even with a financial loss. A card player who has just won knows better than to get up and leave the table. Could the powers be discussing the matter further? In other words, could the University's decision (or lack thereof) have come to the realization that the nature of collegiate athletics has changed in the past 10 years, and that, perhaps, Notre Dame hasn't kept pace?

Call it wishful thinking, but maybe people are rethinking their reasonable and concerned students. Senior hockey alternate captain Tom Michalek called in search of a meeting, only to learn that the University was out of town. Yet an hour later, student body president Bill Roche was granted a phone conversation with his bolsiness. Further questions arose as to exactly who was being challenged for the title. Was it Joyce, or perhaps another